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ABSTRACT
There is described an actuator comprising an outer tube and
an inner tube. In the actuator there is provided a Spindle
co-operating with a bushing for creating the displacement of
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and the bushing in extreme positions for the actuator, the
bushing is disposed rotatable in relation to both tubes as it
is arranged rotatable in a bushing housing. The actuator is
arranged so that friction between the bushing and the
bushing housing is greater that the friction occurring
between the spindle and the bushing. Hereby rotation of the
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the actuator by means of a motor. In order to establish an end
Stop in a Secure way for preventing a wedging of the Spindle
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risk of its wedging against and end face in the tubes.
10 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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2
angle for the thread is less than the angle of the sloping
lateral faces as measured relative to a plane perpendicular to
the centre axis of the Spindle.
In a preferred embodiment, the first tube is constituted by

ACTUATOR
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

the outer tube and the second tube of the inner tube.

The present invention concerns a linear actuator.
By actuators there is the problem that the bushing at the

However, it is within the possibilities of the skilled in the art
to design the actuator within the Scope of the invention So
that the first tube is constituted by the inner tube and the
Second tube Simultaneously is constituted by the outer tube.

end of its travel abuts on a Surface in one of the tubes and

thereby may be wedged. Hereby a further activation for
moving in the opposite direction may be impeded or even
made impossible. In order to avoid the bushing hitting end
faces and being wedged, the actuators are provided with end
Stops which may be designed in various ways.
Thus it is known to provide actuators of the kind men
tioned in the introduction with end stops which are furnished
as Sensors disposed at the outside of the tubes and which
interact with magnets provided on the bushing. These end
Stops may be movable and disposed apart from the ends of
the outer tube. AS the Sensors register the presence of the
magnet, a signal is transmitted to the actuator motor which
is deactivated. Hereby the continuous rotation of the spindle
is Stopped and engagement of the end Surfaces is prevented.
This actuator is, however, relatively expensive, and there
will be a risk of failure if persons unintendedly bump on the
Sensors So that they are displaced and thereby give off Signal
at the wrong time.
Actuators are also known where attempts have been made
to prevent wedging by providing the bushing with a rubber
sleeve for abutting on end faces in the tubes. However, a
rubber sleeve will not prevent the wedging, but only reduces
the force to be overcome by activation for movement in the
opposite direction. Thus there will still be need for a motor
that may yield Sufficient large force to overcome the
wedging, and which hence becomes unnecessarily expen
Sive. Furthermore, a wedging may still be So effective that
movement in opposite direction is impossible.
Also, it is known with an actuator based on a Slip coupling
between the bushing and the housing. This actuator is based
on a bushing which is built from a number of elements
which Via Spring forces are to be held in predetermined
positions. The construction is technically complicated and
therefore expensive. Furthermore, the many interacting ele
ments will imply risk of erratic performance.
A common feature of the prior art actuators is thus that
they are relatively complicated and therefore expensive as
well as there is a risk of faulty performance in the many
interacting elements. For many years there has existed a
need for actuators that are reliable and also inexpensive. For
example, this is a need in various equipment for aiding the
handicapped, Such as wheel chairs with Swivelling or piv
otable Seats and backs, and in beds with mutually pivotable
Sections to facilitate alighting and entering, and for making

In normal use, where the two tubes of the actuator are to
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an end Surface in the tube.
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When the rotation of the spindle is stopped and activated
for rotation in the opposite direction, the difference in
friction will again cause the Spindle only to rotate and
thereby the mutual displacing of the two tubes is established
as the bushing does not rotate because of the frictional
engagement with the housing.
The actuator is technically very Simple as it only com
prises the three interacting elements Spindle, bushing and
bushing housing for establishing the end Stops. These ele
ments are designed with geometrical shapes ensuring the
correct functioning. These geometrical shapes may be cal
culated in Simple ways from common algorithms for deter
mining frictional connections and Screw connections. From
these algorithms moments may be determined So that for
given loads of the actuator and for given dimensions of
elements of the actuator there will always be a greater

moment for the bushing (the slip coupling) than for the
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It is the object of the present invention to indicate an
actuator of the kind mentioned in the introduction and where

in a technically simple way there is provided Security against
wedging of Spindle and bushing in extreme positions as Slip
may occur between the elements of the actuator.
This is achieved according to the present invention with
an actuator which is peculiar as described in the characteris
ing part of claim 1.
Preferably, the flange also has sloping lateral faces form
ing an angle between 15 and 60 relative to a plane perpen
dicular to the centre axis of the spindle. Preferably, the pitch

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, though not
delimited to this embodiment only, the end Stop comprises
Stop means on the Spindle and Stop means on the bushing
interacting by mutual impact, whereby the bushing over
comes the friction with the bushing housing and thereby can
rotate together with the Spindle by a continuous rotation of
this.

the bed comfortable for the user.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

be displaced mutually within their normal range, the differ
ence in friction between Spindle and bushing and between
bushing and housing will cause the Spindle to rotate inside
the bushing and thereby causes the desired mutual displac
ing of the two tubes. In an extreme position, the end Stop will
prevent a further mutual displacement of the two tubes So
that the friction between Spindle and bushing momentarily
rises very Strongly and thereby becomes greater than the
friction between the bushing and the housing. Hereafter the
bushing may rotate freely together with the Spindle as long
as this is rotating in the same direction. Therefore, the
bushing will not be pressed into a wedged engagement with
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Spindle.
According to an advantageous embodiment, the actuator
is made in a particularly simple way in that the Stop means
of the Spindle comprise a pin mounted in a radially extend
ing boring and projecting outside the thread, and in that the
Stop means of the bushing comprises a pin mounted in an
axially extending boring and projecting from the bushing in
a radial position which makes possible engagement with the
pin of the Spindle. Alternatively, the Stop means of the
bushing may comprise an axially extending Surface provided
in a receSS which is formed in an end face of the bushing and
which has a radial extension allowing the pin of the Spindle
to protrude into the recess by rotation of the spindle. This
receSS may be formed as a boring in parallel with the centre
axis for the Spindle or as a helical receSS which is ended with
a radially extending Side wall.
It is also possible that the Stop means of the Spindle
comprise a pin mounted in an axially extending boring in a
flange projecting from the Spindle, and that the Stop means

US 6,546,825 B1
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of the bushing comprise a pin mounted in an axially extend
ing boring and projecting from the bushing in a radial
position making possible engagement with the pin of the
spindle. This embodiment is particularly suitable for
Spindles with Small diameter and consequently Small amount
of material in which a boring for the pin may be formed. In
Such a Spindle there is risk of weakening the material by
boring in the Spindle.
In order to make the mounting So Simple as possible, the
bushing housing is preferably provided in two parts between
which the receSS is formed for accommodating the flange on
the bushing, and that the two parts of the bushing housing
are Screwed together around the flange by means of a Screw
connection. The bushing housing is Screwed fast at the end
of the inner tube.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will now be explained in more detail with
reference to the accompanying drawing, where
FIG. 1 shows a partial, longitudinal Section through a part
of a first embodiment of an actuator according to the

tubes 5,11.
The actuator 1" shown in FIG. 2 differs from the one in

invention,

FIG. 2 shows a section corresponding to FIG. 1 for
illustrating a Second embodiment of the actuator according

25

to the invention,

FIG. 3 is a partial perspective view of a bushing for a
further embodiment of an actuator according to the
invention, and

FIG. 4 is a view corresponding to FIG. 3 for illustrating
a further embodiment.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

In the different figures of the drawing, identical or corre
sponding elements will have identical designations, and no
detailed explanation will be given in connection with each of
the figures.
In FIG. 1 there is illustrated a part of an actuator 1 which
illustrates the connection between a spindle 2 and a bushing
8. The spindle 2 is connected with a motor 4 which is
stationary and fastened to an outer tube 5. The motor
provides the rotation of the Spindle. The Spindle 2 is pro
vided with a thread 6 engaging a thread 7 in the bushing 8.
The bushing 8 is mounted rotatable in a bushing housing 9
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which via a screw connection 10 is fastened to an inner tube

11. By activating the motor 4 it is thus possible to establish
a mutual displacing of the two tubes 5.11 as the friction
between the bushing 8 and the housing 9 is greater than the
friction between the bushing 8 and the spindle 2.
In order to achieve an easy mounting, the housing 9 is
made of a first part 12 and a Second part 13 which are
mutually connected via a Screw connection 14. The housing
is made with an annular receSS 15 having sloping lateral
faces 16 which are arranged under an angle 17 of about 45
in relation to a plane 18 perpendicular to the centre axis 19
of the spindle. The bushing 8 is mainly cylindrical and has
a flange 20 facing outward from the cylindrical Surface 21
and which is received rotatable in the recess 15. After
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end.

By the shown embodiments of bushings it is possible in
a simple way to get a well-defined Stop face and thereby
well-defined extreme positions for the tubes 5 and 11.
Hereby it is possible to utilize an optimal length of the
actuator as no Safety distance is necessary as is e.g. the case
when magnetic end stops are used, in order to avoid the
bushing knocking into the end faces in the tubes. Until the
Stop means are brought into contact, rotation between
Spindle and bushing takes place due to the chosen frictional
conditions. Contact occurs at a well-defined position and
thereafter Spindle and bushing will rotate together.
By unique formulas it is possible to determine friction
between bushing and Spindle/housing. These formulas have
the following wording:

where:
60

tube and the inner tube are connected with the elements to

be imparted a mutual displacement by means of the actuator.
In the bushing 8 there is provided Stop means in the shape
of a pin 22 mounted in an axially extending boring 23 in a

FIG. 1 by different stop means at the outer end 26 of the
Spindle 2. Here we are speaking of a flange 33 provided with
an axially extending boring in which there is mounted a pin
34 intended for engaging the pin 22 in the bushing 8.
In FIG. 3 there is shown a bushing 8" which instead of a
pin has an stop face formed by the side wall 35 in a recess
in the shape of an axially extending boring 36 in the end face
24 or 32 of the bushing. A pin 27 at an outer or inner end of
the thread 6 of the spindle may abut on the side wall of the
boring 36 when the bushing 8 reaches its extreme positions
on the Spindle.
In FIG. 4 the bushing 8" is provided with an axially
extending Stop face 37 which is formed in a sloping receSS
38 in an end face 24 or 32 of the bushing. The stop face 37
has a radial extension allowing the Spindle pin 27 protruding
into the receSS by rotation of the Spindle by an outer or inner

M=(uF/2d) (sin /2C+u cos /2C) for bushing/housing
M=F%d tan(B+Y) for bushing?spindle

mounting the bushing housing 9 in the outer tube, this is
closed with a Scraper ring 3. At the not shown ends, the outer
The tubes 5.11 will thus not rotate when the actuator is used.

4
first end face 24. This pin 22 is placed in a radial position just
outside the upper side 25 of the thread 6 of the spindle. At
the outer end of the Spindle 2 there is a radially extending
boring in which there is mounted a pin 27 the outer end of
which extends beyond the upper side of the spindle thread to
a radial position where it may engage the pin 22 when the
bushing reaches one of its extreme positions.
At the inner end of the Spindle close to the motor, a pin
28 is disposed in an axially extending boring in a flange 29
which is rotationally connected with the spindle 2. The pin
28 is placed for interacting with a pin 30 mounted in an
axially extending boring 31 in a Second end face 32 of the
bushing 8. The pins are retained in the boring via an
interference fit, via Screw connection, via welding or in
another way.
When the pins 22 and 27, or the pins 28 and 30, engage,
the friction between the flange 20 of the bushing and the
recess 15 is overcome so that the bushing 8 may rotate
together with the spindle 2. Hereby it is possible to avoid the
end faces 24 or 32 of the bushing engage the end faces in the

65

tl=coefficient of friction between the slipping Surfaces
F=axial force, load exerted on the actuator
d=middle diameter for Slip device-conical Surface
d=middle diameter for threaded flange-spindle/bushing
C/2=angle of the slip Surfaces to the axis 1
B=pitch angle on the Spindle thread

Y=arc tan(u).
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What is claimed is:

1. Actuator comprising a first tube and a Second tube, of
which one constitutes an inner tube and the other constitutes

an outer tube, in which there are provided a threaded Spindle
for mutual displacement of the two tubes as Said Spindle
engages a threaded bushing mounted in Said first tube, while
Said Spindle is mounted in Said Second tube, Said actuator
also comprising an end Stop defining extreme positions for
the mutual displacement of Said tubes, where Said bushing is
rotatable in relation to both of said tubes as it is mounted

rotatable in a bushing housing fastened in Said first tube,
where Said bushing is arranged with friction in Said bushing
housing greater than the friction occurring between said
Spindle and Said bushing when Said actuator is between the
extreme positions, wherein
Said bushing housing is provided with a largely cylindri
cal boring comprising an inward facing receSS with
sloping lateral faces, Said bushing having a largely
cylindrical outer Shape and comprising an outward
facing circular flange accommodated in and filling up
Said receSS of Said housing as Said flange also has
sloping lateral faces.
2. Actuator according to claim 1, wherein Said first tube is
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Said inner tube and that Said Second tube is said outer tube.

3. Actuator according to claim 1, wherein Said end Stop
comprises Stop means on Said Spindle and Stop means on
Said bushing co-operating by mutual impact, whereby said
bushing overcomes the friction with Said bushing housing
and thereby may rotate together with Said Spindle.
4. Actuator according to claim 3, wherein Said Stop means
of Said Spindle comprise a pin mounted in a radially extend
ing boring and projecting outside a thread of Said threaded
spindle, and that the stop means of the bushing comprises a
pin mounted in an axially extending boring and projecting
from Said bushing in a radial position making possible
engagement with the pin of the Spindle.
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5. Actuator according to claim 3, wherein Said Stop means
of the Spindle comprise a pin mounted in a radially extend
ing boring and projecting outside a thread of Said threaded
Spindle, and that the Stop means of the bushing comprises an
axially extending Surface provided in a receSS which is
formed in an end face of the bushing and which has a radial
extension allowing the pin of the Spindle to protrude into the
receSS by rotation of the Spindle.
6. Actuator according to claim 3, wherein Said Stop means
of Said spindle comprise a pin mounted in an axially
extending boring in a flange projecting from Said Spindle,
and that Said Stop means of Said bushing comprise a pin
mounted in an axially extending boring and projecting from
Said bushing in a radial position making possible engage
ment with Said pin of Said Spindle.
7. Actuator according to claim 1, wherein the angles for
said sloping lateral faces are between 15 and 60 relative to
a plane perpendicular to the centre axis of Said Spindle.
8. Actuator according to claim 1, wherein Said bushing
housing is provided in two parts between which Said receSS
is formed for accommodating Said flange on Said bushing,
and that Said two parts of Said bushing housing are Screwed
together around Said flange by means of a Screw connection,
and that Said bushing housing is Screwed fast at the end of
Said inner tube.

9. Actuator according to claim 1, wherein the pitch angle
of a thread of Said threaded spindle, is less than the angle of
Said sloping lateral faces as measured relative to a plane
perpendicular to the centre axis of Said spindle.
10. Actuator according claim 1, wherein Said Spindle is
designed so that said stop means may be placed at different
positions along its length.
35
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